NO COST EXTENSION (NCE) REQUEST

Grant # :

Title :

Requested NCE period: from ______________________ to ______________________
(maximum one year)

Institutions requesting the NCE:

1.
2.
3.
4.
....

Institutions NOT requesting the NCE:

1.
2.
3.
....

Contact details of the NCE Administrative Officer:

Date :

Signature of Grantee Coordinator

Please attach the provisional budgets (total and per institution) for the NCE period using the best estimate of unspent funds and provide a brief explanation for the planned use of funds. The extension period budget may be revised up to 30 days after the original 5-year term.

Without the provisional budgets, the NCE request will not be considered.

Please note that no-cost extension funding can only be used for Leducq network related research expenses.